COMPONENT

ENCLOSURES

ENC8/10, ENC10/12, ENC12/14, ENC14/16, ENC16/18, CD100 and AM-ENC

Rugged Versatility
Campbell components mount
easily and securely

ENC12/14 fitted with PS100E power supply,
and CR1000 Measurement and Control Module

Overview
The ‘ENC’ series enclosures are made of white fibreglassreinforced polyester and do not need a conventional
radiation/rain shield. They can be wall mounted as supplied,
or mounted onto a Campbell Scientific tripod or pole mount

using optional mounting brackets; appropriate fittings are
included with ATW3, UT920 and UT930 towers. The enclosure
door has a catch which can accept a padlock if required.

Technical detail
An anodised aluminium chassis plate punched with an array
of holes accepts plastic inserts which in turn accept screws
for the attachment of power supplies, dataloggers and
peripherals. These inserts are easily pushed in, allowing the
rapid mounting of components inside the enclosure.

when using barometric or gauge pressure transducers) and
also prevents pressure build-up in the enclosure in the event
of a system failure when charging lead-acid batteries. A
blanking plug is supplied which can replace the venting plug
if necessary.

A small cable gland with a venting plug is fitted to the base of
the enclosure. The plug allows pressure equalisation between
the inside and outside of the enclosure (which is required

Benefits and Features
Weather resistant to protect instruments
Backplate designed so that Campbell Scientific components
mount easily and securely
White, UV-stabilized enclosure reflects solar radiation reducing temperature gradients inside the enclosure without
requiring a separate radiation shield
ENC12/14 being fitted to a
Campbell Scientific Tripod

More info: +44(0) 1509 828 888
www.campbellsci.eu/enclosures

Models Available
ENC8/10 - weather resistant enclosure including an internal
plate punched with a grid of one-inch-on-centre holes

ENC10/12 - enclosure can house one CR200(X)-series
datalogger, power supply, and one small peripheral.

ENC12/14 - enclosure can house one CR200(X)-series, CR800,
CR850, CR1000, or CR3000 datalogger, power supply, and one
or more peripherals (depending on the peripheral’s footprint).

Cable Entry

ENC14/16 - enclosure can house one CR200(X)-series, CR800,
CR850, CR1000, CR3000, or CR5000 datalogger, power supply,
and one or more peripherals (depending on the peripheral’s
footprint).

ENC16/18 - enclosure can house one CR200(X)-series, CR800,
CR850, CR1000, CR3000, or CR5000 datalogger, power supply,
and two or more peripherals (depending on the peripheral’s
footprint).

Enclosure Mounting

We recommend that sealed environmental connectors
are used for the entry of sensor leads into the enclosure.
However, a medium cable gland is also fitted which can
be used for the direct entry of one or more cables into
the enclosure. An earthing boss is also provided for the
connection of an external earth lead.

The enclosure as supplied can be wall mounted or mounted
to your own supporting structure using the four corner
mounting holes. Campbell Scientific offers optional brackets
for mast mounting (MM to a single pole), tower mounting
(TM to a double pole) or leg mounting (LM) suitable for
mounting smaller enclosures lower down on one of the
stainless steel CM110, 115 or 120 tripods.

Component Installation
When the enclosure is bought as a configured system, the
components will be pre-fitted. In addition to a datalogger
and power supply, only one small peripheral can be fitted
into the ENC10/12 enclosure, e.g. a Storage Module. The
ENC12/14 will take the majority of peripherals including
an AM16/32, for which there are two extra mounting holes
in the lower half of the grid of holes.

The ENC16/18 is for special applications, e.g. where there
is a large number of peripherals or a BP24 battery pack is
required. See separate leaflet on Power Supplies.
NOTE: The BP24 will not fit into the smaller ENC10/12 and ENC12/14
enclosures.

Specifications
Material - Hot compressed moulded fibreglass, reinforced
white polyester, UV stabilised with new protection
`Solarguard’
Sealing Rating - IP68/NEMA 6P with hinge and hasps
NB: Connectors and glands may lower this rating.

Temperature Range -50°C to +150°C
Internal Dimensions
Usable space with chassis plate H x W x D
ENC8/10:
24.8 X 19.7 X 15.9 CM
			
Under lid space - N/A

			

25.4 x 30.5 x 11.4 cm (not suitable for CR800, 		
CR1000 or CR3000 dataloggers)
Under lid space - 23.4 x 28.4 x 15.1 cm

ENC12/14:
			

30.5 x 35.6 x 14 cm
Under lid space - 28.3 x 33.5 x 17.6 cm

ENC14/16:
			

35.6 x 40.6 x 14 cm
Under lid space - 33.7 x 38.6 x 17.6 cm

ENC16/18:
			

40.6 x 45.7 x 22.9 cm
Under lid space - 38.7 x 43.8 x 25.2 cm

ENC10/12:

External Dimensions
ENC 8/10:
30.4 x 23.9 x 16.5 cm
ENC10/12:
29.0 x 34.1 x 13.2 cm
ENC12/14:
34.0 x 39.1 x 19.5 cm
ENC14/16:
39.2 x 44.3 x 19.6 cm
ENC16/18:
44.4 x 49.5 x 27.0 cm
Weights
ENC8/10:
ENC10/12:
ENC12/14:
ENC14/16:
ENC16/18:

2.36 kg
4.1 kg
5 kg
6 kg
7.7 kg
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Mounting Bracket Options (ENC-MOUNT)
Order the MM option if you want to mount your enclosure to
the mast of one of our tripods or to a user-supplied pole with
a 32 mm to 53.4 mm OD. A three-piece bracket attaches to
the top of the enclosure and an identical three-piece bracket
attaches to the bottom of the enclosure (see illustrations on
the right). Each bracket is attached to the mast or pole via a
62 mm centre u-bolt.
Order the TM option if you want to mount your enclosure to
a ATW3 or UT930 tower. This mounting bracket option uses
the same three-piece brackets as the MM option, except the
pieces are rearranged so that the flanges are on the side of the
bracket instead of in the middle. Four 46 mm centre u-bolts
attach the brackets to the tower legs.
Order the LM option to mount the enclosure to the leg base of
a CM10, CM110, CM115, or CM120 tripod; the ENC16/18 can
only be mounted to the CM106’s leg base. This option includes
a metal flange, two brackets, and a 70 mm centre u-bolt. The
brackets attach to the right and left side of the enclosure, and
the flange attaches to the tripod near the mast. The flange
fits into a notch in one of the brackets, and the other bracket
connects to a tripod leg via the u-bolt. Two enclosures may be
mounted back-to-back on a leg base.

The above enclosure is configured with the MM-ENC-MOUNT
bracket option and is ready to be attached to a mast or usersupplied pole.

Enclosure Door Switch Indicator
To special order, Campbell Scientific can install an enclosure
door switch indicator. This small accessory monitors when the
door of the enclosure is open. It consists of an actuator and a
magnetic switch - one is located on the case side, the other on
the door side of the enclosure. The switch is monitored with a
control port on the datalogger.

CD100 Mountable Display with Keypad
Specify 009337 to have Campbell Scientific install
a CD100 in the enclosure door. The CD100 is an
integrated keypad with display that mounts in an
enclosure lid, which allows you to enter and view
data without opening the enclosure. The CD100
provides the same operation and functionality as the
CR1000KD, and is typically used with our CR800 and CR1000
dataloggers.

This exploded view of the TM-ENC-MOUNT option shows the
bracket components and how the enclosure attaches to a
tower.

The CD100 has a vacuum
fluorescent display for
responsive use through
a very wide operating
temperature range. It has
a water and dust ingress
protection rating of IP66
when installed.
An enclosure attached to the leg base using the LM option.
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